
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Dishes jingled at his elbow; his dinner ___________________.1. (serve)was being served

Already a battalion of infantry was at the station, another was on its way,
and supplies _____________________ forward.
2.

(hurry)were being hurried

It is still remembered by a gentleman who lived there when he was quite
young, who says he remembers passing when the house
_______________________ and again admired the very handsome and
remarkable paper.

3.

(demolish)
was being demolished

It ___________________ rapidly, and a face peered out at her from
beneath the hood.
4.

(drive)
was being driven

Directly after, though, he made out where it __________________ to and
fro, exactly on a level with the surface of the lake.
5.

(move)
was being moved

Her will had been read and the bequests __________________.6. (pay)were being paid

From these and what followed he was able to make up a coherent outline
of the offence of which he ____________________.
7.

(accuse)was being accused

His lead boats _____________________ back against their fellows with a
twisting movement which was carrying them in the direction of the reef.
8.

(crowd)

were being crowded

She ____________________ for a ball, and the room was pitilessly light.9.
(dress)

was being dressed

It sounds as if the dishes of Hades ____________________.10. (wash)were being washed

He paled as he noted the fierce speed with which the white smoke-jets
__________________ from the pipe provided for just such emergencies.
11.

(tear)
were being torn

The interior was draped with pink and green, and the elegant stalls
__________________ out with all their pretty trifles.
12.

(lay)were being laid
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And never once while thus he pottered around my torn and mangled
jowl-not once, while I ________________________, did I let out a single
howl!

13.

(slaughter)
was being slaughtered

Little money ___________________, but it was going with enough
profanity to melt it.
14.

(risk)
was being risked

There they ________________________, and for the first day being
given nothing to eat.
15.

(maltreat)
were being maltreated

Soon his lordship ______________________ by an hotel servant to a
private sitting-room.
16.

(conduct)
was being conducted

And his presence explained what had hitherto been a puzzle to them-why
they two __________________ an exception among their captive comrades,
and thrown into such strange fellowship.

17.

(make)
were being made

When our reporter left, the ceremony _____________________ with the
round side of the bat.
18.

(repeat)
was being repeated

It was under the influence of a sudden suspicion flashing across her
mind-whence or how she knew not-that some treachery
____________________, that she withdrew these documents from the box.

19.

(plan)
was being planned

I had still the same feeling, however, that she was doing it under
compulsion, but how that force ____________________, and for what
reason, was more than I could tell.

20.

(exert)
was being exerted
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